MAY 2024
Ahmed, Samira – This Book Won’t Burn
Armentrout, Jennifer L. – Half-Blood
Blackwood, Lauren – The Dangerous Ones
Bliss, Bryan – Dispatches from Parts Unknown
Brown, Erik J. – The Only Light Left Burning
Costello, Rob – We Mostly Come Out at Night
Couch, Robbie – Another First Chance
Dass, Sarah – It Waits in the Forest
Donnelly, Jennifer – Beastly Beauty
Follmuth, Alexene Farol – Twelfth Knight
Grimes, Shaunta – Here I Am
Hammonds, Jas – Thirsty: A Novel
Harlow, Sloan – Everything We Never Said
He, Cindy R.X. – Perfect Little Monsters
Henry, April – Stay Dead
Hesse, Monica – The Brightwood Code
Ho, Lauren – Bite Me, Royce Taslim
Hur, June – A Crane Among Wolves
Krinke, Shawn - Seven
Lauriers, Eva Des – I Wish You Would
Matson, Morgan – The Ballad of Darcy and Russell
McLemore, Anna-Marie – Flawless Girls
Plozza, Shivaun – The Worst Perfect Moment
Preston, Natasha – The Dare
Reekles, Beth – Beach Cute
Sharpe, Tess – The Girl in Question
Stoeve, Ray – The Summer Love Strategy
Thompson, Mary G. – The Word
Urban, Diana – Lying in the Deep
Vora, A. A. – Spin of Fate
Weaver, Jessie – Lie Until It’s True
Williams, Ladarrion – Blood at the Root
Wolff, Tracy – Sweet Nightmare

JUNE 2024
Abike-lyimide, Faridah – Four Eids and a Funeral
Adeyemi, Tomi – Children of Anguish and Anarchy
Bayron, Kalynn – Sleep Like Death
Cashore, Kristin – There Is a Door in This Darkness
Cobb, K. A. – Looking for Smoke
Ha Lee, Yoon - Moonstorm
Hashimi, Nadia – Spilled Ink
Johnson, Kim – The Color of a Lie
Leif, Natalie – Take All of Us
Levenseller, Tricia – The Shadows Between Us
Lu, Marie – Icon and Inferno
Malburi, C. G. – Markless
Mccaulery, Kyrie – Bad Graces
Morris, Molly – Annie LeBlanc Is Not Dead Yet
Solomon, Rachel Lynn – Past Present Future
Sonnenblick, Jordan – Stepping Off
Treuer, Anton – Where Wolves Don’t Die
Wibberley, Emily – Heiress Takes All
Woodfolk, Ashley – Louder Than Words

JULY 2024
Barnes, Jennifer Lynn – The Grandest Game
Alexandra Bracken – The Mirror of Beasts
Cole, Tillie – A Thousand Broken Pieces
Dean, Benjamin – How to Die Famous
Finch, Freya - Rise
Greenfield, Chatham – Time and Time Again
Hollis, Myah – Not About a Boy
Jones, Stephen Graham – I Was a Teenage Slasher
Levenseller, Tricia – The Darkness Within Us
McManus, Karen M. – Such Charming Liars
Ribay, Randy – The Reckoning of Roku
Roberts, Lauren – Reckless
Ryan, Lexi – Beneath These Cursed Stars
Shusterman, Neal – Break to You